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Is love “blind” with regards to gender? She's tracked one hundred women for more than ten
years as they have emerged from adolescence into adulthood. For some, gender turns into
irrelevant: “I fall deeply in love with the person, not really the gender,” say some respondents.
Lisa M. Gemstone argues that for a few women, like and desire aren't rigidly heterosexual or
homosexual but liquid, changing as women undertake the stages of life, various social
groupings, and, most important, different love romantic relationships. Sexual Fluidity presents
moving first-person accounts of females falling in and out of like with men or women at
different times in their lives. Diamond may be the first to study a large group of women over
time. But that watch is founded on research conducted nearly entirely on males. For women, it
just might be. She summarizes their experiences and reviews research ranging from the
psychology of want to the biology of sex distinctions.This perspective clashes with traditional
views of sexual orientation as a stable and fixed trait. This unsettling and original publication
offers a radical new knowledge of the context-dependent nature of female sexuality.Sexual
Fluidity offers a new knowledge of women’s sexuality?and of the central importance of love.
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Brilliant The beginning is a bit dense with details of research but at least we get yourself a
good idea of how painstakingly thorough and fair the studies were. I recommend this book to
both those who are searching in addition to those people who are secure in their knowing. All
the preconceived notions of sexuality, (how binary it should be, that it is static, etc) are
illuminated for what they are- misleading. Or at least mere stabs at defining something we can
not define with logic. She addresses sexuality as both an educational question and an
individual, emotionally-charged issue, which is vital to any productive conversation of sexual
orientation. It gave me reassurance that I'm not weird or baffled, and in fact, that I'm perfectly
regular and healthy. Apart from my own personal encounter with this book, I believe it is
essential dialog for everyone. We remain stuck in binary thinking about sexuality. A must read
Should be go through by all psychology clinicians. It was not only informative, but it
addittionally some how managed to be created with such compassion, whilst maintaining its
scientific passivity. It is simply human being sexuality plain and simple. It demonstrates how
exactly to give element to the older cliches about both character and nurture - providing a
getaway from trivializing biological essentialism and vague, self-serving cultural
constructivism. Very thorough work on sexual fluidity. I am a straight man with limited gay
close friends, yet I had been alert to everything she stated in this reserve. Can't state enough
about it from the layman perspective to the educational perspective, the author-Lisa Diamond-
gives you very thorough well researched details that may really change just how we are
culturally taught to conceive of sexuality. Review! Lisa Diamond achieved it dozens of times. A
Psychological Gem That Pieces A New Mark Excellent work at several levels.... Without regard
to social and spiritual condonments. To live and find out and not judge. Simply perfect This
author gives us a fantastic explanation of what human sexuality is. Amazing and incredible
book! So happy I purchased this! It also models the bar for writing on complex psychological
subjects for a broad, educated lay market. I definite will need to have for every ladies
interested in studying woman sexuality and great for their own knowledge! The author points
out that people should change our method of sexuality and stop trying to label or drive it in
one way or another. Interesting angle Three Stars Very educational Accessible Psychological
Science Sexual Fluidity is the rare scientific book that may satisfy various other researchers,
but also be available to laypeople. As I browse any given paragraph a question would occur to
me, and then I'd find that the question was answered within the next paragraph.1.. I found
great comfort and ease in this reserve as someone who is quite sexually fluid and struggling
to label myself, try as I would! Anyone searching for something scorching and naughty or
sensationalist will be disappointed, but if you wish to find out more about sexual orientation as
researchers currently understand it, this is the only book that covers it at length without
accepting culturally-based underlying assumptions.. Maybe some sort of "how exactly to" for
homophobic ideal wing parents looking to connect to their daughter. Gives a great insight into
the dynamics of feminine sexuality. This is what popular psychology should read like. I
couldn't agree even more!) So, I assume some part of society that is unlikely to ever open the
book is the part that needs to read it. I wanted to like this book but I can't. I would have given it
5 celebrities if it wasn't thus singularly focused and agenda pushing. I would have given it 4
celebrities if it wasn't pointing out the most obvious a little too often. Society needs to hear the
message it gives and that is why I wanted to give it more stars. Love this book! (Actually the
points I disagree with. Finally, it illustrates the courage of following the evidence it doesn't
matter how unpopular or problematic the conclusions might be while also shouldering the
responsibility to reduce the destructive misuses and point out the constructive applications. I



just graduated from the U where Lisa Gemstone teaches and I had to hear concerning this
book on 90. It requires skill for a technology writer to achieve that a few occasions; I
recommend the book for rebranding. It really is a game-changer in the field of human
sexuality - all meaningful research after this book now must deal for some reason with
Diamond's conception of fluidity. and gives a fantastic explanation/perspective on many idea
provoking questions so many have .. The nitty gritty. Quite informative, and gives an excellent
explanation/perspective on many thought provoking queries therefore many have pondered
about self. Eye-opening This was a remarkable read. Just allow it be and motivate people to
be absolve to end up being themselves without putting themselves through the ringer or
anyone else. All of those other book is just brilliant. Awesome This is an excellent book on a
too often neglected subject
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